Output Management

The LRS Epic Integration for VPSX
LRS has more than 50 Epic customers
and a decade of experience integrating
with Epic customers. Through our
engagements with some of the largest
healthcare organizations, LRS has been
able to dramatically improve print
performance and reliability by continually
refining our interface with Epic.
LRS works with the Epic print team as
we have developed and refined our Epic
interface solutions.

Benefits of the VPSX® for Epic®
Solution:
n 
Provides

a single point of control for
all printers

n 
Is

scalable with an unlimited number
of printers

n 
Eliminates

reliance on Windows®
printer servers

n 
Provides

one queue per printer

n 
Provides

a fully documented audit
trail of who, when and where
documents were viewed or printed
to aid in HIPAA compliance

n 
Has

the added capability to handle
Windows printing and other
enterprise application printing

n 
Reports

job status back to Epic

Latest Enhancements
for Epic for VPSX
The latest Epic interface for VPSX
features many upgrades, is easier to
use and maintain, and continues to
help keep costs down. It has been
tested with Epic 2014 and 2015 code
to ensure compatibility. LRS tests any
enhancements to our products with the
newest code releases.

The Newest Enhancements
to VPSX for Epic include:

n 
Improves

n 
A simple, configurable process for

n 
Supports

n 
Configuring

EPS and application
performance
all open systems platforms
that Epic runs on including UNIX,
Linux, and Windows

VPSX to interface with Epic work flows

n 
Faster

conversions with less memory
utilization

n 
The

VPSX/EI uses automated
deployment to simplify adds and
changes

n 
Customer

environments are
consistent which means support
issues are simplified taking less time
and manpower to address

n 
Unique

customer requirements can
now be accommodated within the
VPSX/Epic Interface environment

The VPSX for Epic solution simplifies
the management of document delivery
to printers and other devices. It
can provide secured web access to
necessary information. It can also
provide the ability to send documents
to preferred documents and locations.
It also provides electronic distribution
of reports to ensure continuity during
downtime events.

is done with a GUI
interface that simplifies the process
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Physician’s orders, patient wristbands, prescriptions and many other types of critical
output are vital to delivering healthcare. LRS® VPSX for Epic EMR software helps
ensure those documents are delivered quickly, correctly and where they are needed.
VPSX for Epic provides reliable delivery of critical patient documents. Printing issues
occur less frequently and are much easier to resolve.
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n 
Multiple Operating System queues

n 
Consolidate EPS hardware

n 
Many printer definitions and possible points of failure

n 
Prevent problems with Windows printing

n 
Extensive OS printer administration

n 
Control and monitor all printing in central location,

n 
Adding, moving or changing printers requires hours/days

or distribute control by user group
n 
Administer both Epic and non-Epic queues on
the same server
n 
Route output from Epic and enterprise applications to multiple
devices, including mail servers and archiving solutions

Contact us to discuss VPSX for Epic
Contact one of our LRS marketing representatives at 217.793.3800 to discuss your environment, critical processes
and goals for your Epic EMR system.
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